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"There are people who have money and people who are rich.'
Coco Chanel
.
U.S,fis
Emily Ryan
News Editor
As the spreading financial crisis
, began to freeze credit markets in the
United States, many European lead-
ers regarded the deteriorating state
of the American banking system
with an attitude of Schadenfreude, a
German word that means satisfaction
taken at the misfortune of another.
They believed the fact that the crisis
had originated on the other side of
the Atlantic only served as proof that
European financial systems were
superior to those in practice within
the United States.
This past week,
,
however, those
who thought they were mere
observers of a disaster on a foreign
shore became thoroughly panicked
participants as five banks in seven
9 European countries were subject to
bailout plans over a span of three
days. Bad European loans were at the
root of many of the problems faced
by these banks and others in the
region.
Fortis, one of the five banks that
were recently bailed out, dug itself
into a proverbial economic hole part-
ly by borrowing money to acquire the
Dutch bank ABN Amro. However,
Hypo Real Estate, the German bank
that was bailed out along with Fortis
and the three others, got into its dis-
tressed situation by. backing
American municipal bonds that it
sold to its investors, proving that the
economic conditions in the United
States certainly played a role in the
collapse of the banks. ,
Iceland's economy stands out as
one of the world's hardest-h- it in the
crisis thus far. On Monday, Iceland
stoppedalLfinanciaL stock, trading
.
when its banking sector nearly col--,
lapsed. On Tuesday, the Icelandic
government, which also recently
Candidate
Left, Biden and Palin at VP debate. Middle, Congressional candidates Boccieri and Schilling.
Jonah Comstock
Managing Editor
The past two weeks saw two
debates in the race for the presiden-
cy, but also one in a race further
down the ballot and much closer
to home.
Rep. Ralph Regula (R-Navar- re)
has been representing the 16th dis-
trict of Ohio for 36 years. This year
will be his last. In the wake of
Regula's retirement, he leaves an
attractive and hotly contested con-
gressional seat.
State Senators John Boccieri (D-Allian- ce)
and Kirk Schuring (R-Jack- son
Township), who are racing
to win that seat, met at the Arden
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cal en
nationalized the country's
second largest bank,
revealed a plan to negotiate
an emergency $5 billion
loan from Russia, a nation
that also currently finds
itself in dire economic
straits. The government of
Iceland has made clear that
it is now taking measures to
prevent complete national
bankruptcy.
As the financial situation
in Europe has deteriorated,
individual countries have
resorted to self-preservat- ion
tactics as opposed to
trying to implement sweep-
ing economic reforms
across the continent.
Last week, Ireland made
the decision to guarantee
the deposits and liabilities
of its six largest banks, a
move which garnered
intense criticism from
neighboring countries like
Britain and Germany, who
worried their own banks Above,
would subsequently lose capital to
.the ones in Ireland.
Willem Buitcr, a professor at the
London School of Economics, is.
quoted in last weekend's issue of The
Financial Time! as saying, "the Irish
guarantee is the' most 'in your face'
beggar-thy-neighbo- ur provocation .
since medieval armies catapulted
bubonic plague-ridde- n corpses into
the cities they were besieging."
Now,' however, Britain ' has
increased its deposit insurance ceil-
ings, while Germany, Austria, Greece
and Sweden have also promised to
place guarantees on deposits. These
.. actions ialbiunseivi mp..lLke..Brita4ajind Germany fear sucjj.a.,.
, one of the greatest problems Europe solution because it could potentially
must confront in regards to the mean that they will have to bail out
potential financial crisis: lack of neighboring states.
forums continue on local and national levels
Shisler Center at the OARDC
Wednesday to debate matters of the
economy and job development.
The debate, which was sponsored
by the Wooster Area Chamber of
Commerce Coalition for the Support
of Business and Jobs, had an hour
and a half town meeting format,
with moderator Louise Keating ask-
ing questions both from the
Coalition and from the audience,
written on cards during the course of
the debate. Though the questions
were restricted to economic issues,
this included everything from the
environment to education to the war
in Iraq. i
Boccieri began the debate with an
ideological opening, stressing the
Business Manager Grace
Lynch writes about the'
memorial fountain outside
Lowry Center and the cause
of its dedication. See page 3.
Viewpoints Editor Peter
Gernsheimer argues that
voting for third-part- y candi-
dates is a waste of time and
a vote. See page 3 to read
the full article.
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4ja day in Frankfurt, Germany's
' coordination.
"We've seen both at the national
level, and more importantly at the
international level, that .there's no
strategy," Richard PorteS of the
Center for Economic Policy Research
in London is quoted as saying in The
New York Times.
Because the integration of
Europe's economies is far greater
than that of its governing structures,
many European governments, espe- -
cialjy that of Ireland, have blatantly
acted in their own interests instead of
working to find a shared solution for
the continent as a whole. Countries
V
1 I I 1 ' 1
importance of putting someone in
Congress who would work for the
middle class and for working fami-
lies. Interestingly, Boccieri evoked
incumbent Regula in his remarks,
saying, "Ralph Regula was a
Congressman who stood tall and
voted against his party at times
because he believed Congress was
about the people."
Schuring's opening statements
were more based in his State Senate
accomplishments, citing his work on
the Joint Economic Leverage laws
and drug recovery programs as evii
dence of his. commitment to "fight
for jobs and make healthcare more
available." .,
Early in the night, questions got to
V
Features Editor Abby Gordon
'writes about this fall's Greek
Week events, including the
Greek-sponsor-
ed bonfire and
College Underground dance
party. See page 5.
economy represented by stock
However, there have been signs
that a more collective effort may soon
be underway. On Oct. 1, the European
Commission called for, amongst other
things, greater cooperation between
the supervisors of different banks.
Also, many in Europe are demanding
a Europe-wid- e bailout fund, in addi-
tion to the formation a single finan-
cial regulating body that would over-
see the largest European banks.
--Others, such as Peer SteinbrQck,
Germany s Minister of Finance,
; believe that, as the crisis originated in
the United States and not Europe,
such measures are not overwhelm- -
Ingly necessarj,
.
Today; he finance" ministers and
central bankers of the Group of 7, an
international organization that
i
1 I ii L .
Right, McCain and Obama at presidential debate (Photos by AP)
heart of ,the matter, asking candi-
dates how they would keep jobs in
Ohio. Schuring's strategy was to
fund start-u- p businesses and work-
place development to keep our work-
places internationally competitive,
whereas Boccieri stressed the impor-
tance of .'keeping companies in
America by closing tax loopholes.
Another big issue in the debate
was education. Boccieri spoke out
against the unfounded mandate of
No Child Left Behind, and stressed
that we need' to not only educate our
children, but prepare them to be the
innovators of the future by encour-
aging creativity, which means giving
local districts the freedom to educate
in the best way possible. ".t- -
.11 I,. . ,.,..IW
Jon Brumbaugh '09 reviews
The Sweet Remains concert
as part of WAC's coffee-
house events at Mom's last
Tuesday. See page 6 to read
the full story.
globally
index on Oct. 7 (Photo by AP)
includes the governments of Italy,
Germany, France, Canada, Russia,
the United Kingdom and the United
States, will meet at the Treasury
Department .to discuss what courses
of action to pursue in the face of
mounting financial contagion.
As is the case with other current
economic crises around the world,
'the one involving Europe has, as of
now, no clear outcome. There ft no
doubt, however, of the severity of
the European situation and others
like it. -
"It looks pretty ugly down the
road," Simon Johnson, an economist
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, is quoted as saying in
The New York Times. "Everybody is
going to get caught lip in this."
Schuring supported national stan-
dards but said they should be "struc-
tured in such a way as to support
local education."
One audience question, asking
candidates how they would both pro-
vide for their state and avoid exces-
sive earmark spending, sparked a
heated debate.
Schuring once again evoked
Regula, saying that though he
brought many great things to the
state,"wc live in a different era." He
laid out a plan for an earmark
request process that would include a
cost-bene- fit analysis, saying that
excess earmark spending was tanta- -
See "Candidates," page 2
A.
Lily Maria Sexton, the first
womens' tennis coach at the
Coege, passed away this
week. Sports Editor Sara
Brown writes about her life
at Wooster. See page 8.
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CAMPUS
State library honors
professors ' contribution
The Ohioana Library is dedicated to
celebrating and preserving literary
work that comes out of Ohio. Two for-
mer members of The College of
Wooster community will be honored
next week when they receive awards
from the Library.
Annetta Jefferson, professor of the-
atre emeritus, will receive the Pegasus
Award, which is given for "unique and
outstanding achievements," according
to the Ohioana Library Web site: In
Professor Jefferson's case, these
achievements include her work in
advancing civil rights as a television
'. producer and her work as an educator at
the College. Lisa Watts, former editor
of Wooster Magazine, will receive a
Ohioana Legacy Citation for her role as
the editor of "Good Roots: Writers
Reflect on Growing Up in Ohio."
Their annual awards ceremony, dur-
ing which Jefferson and Watts will be
honored, will take place Oct. 18.
NATIONAL
Whales may be issue
of national security
The United States Supreme Court
met this week to discuss the issue of
' whether Navy sonar training off the
coast of San Diego, Calif.' causes harm
to whales and their underwater envi-
ronment. The current debate centers
around whether or not the sonar tests
constitute a matter of national security
sufficient to override environmental
concerns.
The case may have long-lasti- ng ram-
ifications not only for whales, but also
for the separation of powers between
the judiciary and executive branches.
14-year--
old legally
abandoned in Neb.
Problems caused by an unfortunately
worded Nebraska law surfaced
Tuesday as Iowan parents crossed state
lines to abandon their 14-year- -old
daughter at a Nebraska hospital.
The law in question is a "safe haven"
law, which exists in some form in each
of the 50 states to protect infants from
being abused or neglected by unpre-
pared parents.
The law allows parents to anony-
mously hand a child over to state care at
a Nebraska hospital. Unfortunately, the
bill passed without a provision, specify-
ing an age limit of "child," at 19 or
younger, allowing 13 children 10 or
older to be dropped off since law was
passed in July.
Gov. Dave Heineman pledged to
make changes to the law in the coming
legislative session.
INTERNATIONAL
German double arm
transplant a success
The world's first double arm trans-
plant appears to have been successfully
performed in Munich, Germany on
Wednesday.
Karl Merk, a German farmer who
lost both arms six years ago in a farm-
ing accident, had both his arms
replaced by those of a donor, and can
already use them for simple tasks like
opening doors.
Doctors are hopeful Merk will even-
tually gain use of his hands, though it
could take up to two years if it happens
at all.
The biggest threat right now is that
Merk's immune system might reject
the new arms, but so far this hasn't hap-
pened. The unprecedented operation
took a team of 40 medical professionals
15 hours. '
Bites compiled by Jonah Comstock
In the Sept. 26 issue of the Voice,
Professor of Psychology Susan
Clayton was erroneously referred to
as a "Sarah Clayton." An editor erred.
While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections to
voicetfilwooster.edu,
(
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Case Western program
Kate Vesper
News Editor
This month, the Case Western
Reserve University Graduate Art
History Association (GAHA) will
host an inaugural student slideshow
event to display the work of select
art students from Northeast Ohio
colleges and universities.
GAHA is a graduate student
organization, founded in 2004 with
the purpose of promoting the schol-
arship of art history by fostering
communications and networking
between art history graduate stu-
dents, faculty, the Case Western
campus community, national art
institutions and the local arts com-
munity.
Jennifer Friess, member of the
CWRU GAHA and co-coordin- ator
of the student slideshow, expressed .
enthusiasm at the level of interest
evident through number of submis-
sions from emerging artists in the
Northeast Ohio area before speaking
about the selection process.
"The participants were chosen by
a panel of four judges ... Cleveland
Associate Curator Megan Lykins
Reich, Dana. Depew of Asterisk-Gallery- ,
Paul Sobota of Front Room
Gallery and Jennifer Finkel, Ph.D.,
curator of the Cleveland Clinic Art
Program," explained Friess. "The
jury met for a two-ho- ur session
where they reviewed the submis-
sions and eventually chose partici-
pants."
Contestants will offer five-minu- te
PowerPoint presentations showcas-
ing -- 8-10 slides of their composi-
tions. A total of $300 will be pre-
sented to the top three artists as cho-- f
sen by the panel $150 for first
place, $100 for second place and $50
for the third-pla- ce winner.
These cash prizes will be awarded
to the three winning artists, who
will be selected by a panel of cura-
tors and gallery managers, including ,
Lykins Reich, Depw, Sobota and
Finkel.
This exhibit is being presented as
a part of MOCA Cleveland's annual
Woosterforum concludes
Amy Sondles
Voice Staff
The 2008 Wooster Forum con-
cluded on Tuesday with the presen-
tation by journalist Alex Kotlowitz,
who discussed poverty among
American youth. One in five children
grow up poor in the United States, a
figure that is the highest in the
industrialized world.
Kotlowitz has devoted his life to
investigating "the nooks and cran-
nies of the world that we turn our
heads from" and to gathering the sto-
ries of the "et ceteras" that most
Forums prepare voters
Candidates
continued fromp: 1 ;
'ft
mount to "mortgaging our children's
and our grandchildren's future."
Boccieri, replied that George W.
Bush has been mortgaging every-
one's children's futures with the war
in Iraq, and that the war took up 10
percent of the budget as supposed to
two percent for earmarks. He
stressed that earmarks were a small
problem compared to other misman-
agements of funds in Wooster and
that he would wojk hard to get fund-
ing and support for important pro-
grams in Ohio.
Perhaps the most divisive topic of
debate was healthcare, an issue on
which Schuring and Boccieri split in
ways similar to presidential candi-
dates John McCain and Barack
Obama.
Schuring promised to fight for a
privatized health care plan emphasiz
often dwell within them. -
Kotlowitz claims that, contrary to
what most people in this country
would like to believe, we are discon-
nected from each other and out of
touch with those that we view as
unlike ourselves.
Some of the first to read
Kotlowitz" first book "There Are No
Children Here: The Story of Two
Boys Growing Up in the Other
America," described it as being
parsed from behind enemy lines.
Instead, the events take place about a
half hour's drive from where
Kotlowitz himself lives. "
ing choice for the American con-
sumer, arguing that competition
would ..drive,, down prices,,, while
bureaucracy would drive them up.
Boccieri talked about fixing health
care and cutting costs by rescuing
insurance costs.
"While my opponent wants to
turn health care over to the free mar-
ket," said Boccieri, "I want to make
sure it's in the hands of doctors, and
not insurance companies."
When the candidates were asked
about the recent bailout bill, both
expressed sympathy with the audi-
ences' concerns but hopeful plans for
the future.
"The fact that we have spent over
700 billion tax dollars to bail out
Wall Street3 gives you every reason
to be outraged," said Schuring,
whose economic plan revolves
around freeing up credit as much as
possible. Schuring frequently
referred the audience to the econom-
ic plan on his Web site, schuringfor--
Students share experiences abroad through photos
"Pharaoh's. Best Friend." Puppy on a pyramid pho-
tographed in Cairo, Egypt on a trip from base location
of Athens, Greece (Photo courtesy Jonathan Quiery).
7
"CianceNeve." Elemcr.te.ry-ce- d students being taught
Englieh in Siena, Italy (Photo courtesy Mary Rhol'ans).
enables student artists
College Night, which focuses on
emerging young talent from area
schools.
The Student Slideshow at MOCA's
aim is to provide an opportunity for
budding artists to,gain exposure for
their pieces and to and receive criti-
cism and pointers from experienced
professionals within the greater
Cleveland area.
The selected finalists all attend
local schools, including the
University of Akron, the Cleveland
Institute of Art, Kent State
University, Oberlin College and The
College of Wooster.
"The program was instituted by
the students of the Graduate Art
History Association of Case
Western Reserve University," said
Friess. "To our knowledge, this is the
first event of this kind in Cleveland.
As graduate art history students
with goals of becoming professional
curators, we were interested in
bringing together student talent and
local arts professionals. We wanted
to provide a forum to allow art stu
with activist journalist
In this story Kotlowitz presents a
broken community, one where dis-
trust is prevalent, institutions have
fled and violence causes frequent
daily disturbances.
Jobs that help maintain the infra-
structure of a community do not
exist in these places, Kotlowitz
claims.
The unprecedented violence leaves
the youth of the poor surrounded by
silence. He believes that these chil-
dren are surrounded by two kinds of
silence: institutional silence and a
self-impos-
ed silence.
The latter, Kotlowitz claims, is the
for upcoming election
congress.com.
Boccieri presented a three-ste- p
plan for improving the economy: to
renegotiate loans, enforce regula-
tions that are already in place and
end speculation on Wall Street.
"We can grow jobs if we keep
money in our local communities,"
said Boccieri, adding later that under
the modified bailout plan, "We're not
protecting pensions and we're not
holding Wall Street accountable."
Schuring expressed regret that the
bailout depended on "buying bad
debt" rather than the low interest
loans he would have liked to see. '
"I don't think we as taxpayers
should be in that business," Schuring
said.
On the national stage, the race to
the White House continued with two
more debates in the last two weeks.
The first, held last Thursday, Oct. 2
at Washington University in St.
Louis, was a showdown between
vice-presiden-
tial candidates Sen. Joe
r
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dents to talk about their work in
order to help prepare them, for the
professional world and to help them
form relationships with local cura-
tors and gallerists."
The exhibition will take place at 6
p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 22 at the
Museum of Contemporary Art
(MOCA) in Cleveland located at
8501 Carnegie Avenue.
The Student Slideshow at MOCA
event is sponsored by the CWRU
Department of Art History and Art ,
as well as CWRUs Friends of Art
and MOCA Cleveland.
For more information regarding
the event or GAHA, please con-
tact members of the Case
Western Reserve University
Graduate Art History
Association: Jennifer Friess at
jenfriessgmail.com, Theresa
Bembnister at tbb7case.edu or
Maryam Ohadi-Hamada- ni at
ladymaryamhotmail.com.
most destructive and painful silence;
these people have stopped telling
their stories and looking for
answers. They are afraid that no one
will believe them.
One of the greatest indiscretions
against the impoverished youth is
that "we have stopped listening,
stopped believing," says Kotlowitz.
So what does Kotlowitz suggest
we do? The same he hopes to do in
his own life: go out into the world
and bear witness, help share the sto-
ries of people unlike ourselves and
give a voice to those who might not
measure up to the American ideal.
Biden (D-De- l.) and Gov. Sarah Palin
(R-Alas- ka).
' The two candidates', answered
questions from moderator Gwen Ifill
on a range of topics foreign and
domestic, as well as some pointed
comments about their previous com-
ments and their qualification to lead.
Though both candidates were poised
and prepared, polls of undecided
voters by CNN, CBS and Fox News
and an Internet poll by MSNBC had
Biden as the winner.
The other debate, held . this
Tuesday, was the second presidential
debate, where the town hall meeting
format kept candidates from directly
replying to one another.
.The debate saw much of the same
rhetoric as in the first presidential
debate, though moderator Tom
Brokaw was forceful in maintaining
the agreed-upo- n format. Both candi-
dates were thrown some tough ques-
tions from citizens both present and
e-ma- iled in before the debate.
'
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Everyone knows the waterfall out
side the Wired Scot; however, very
few people know why the fountain is
there. This past week students may
have noticed bubbles covering the
typically serene water. But the foun
....
!
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gracelynch
tain was created in
memory of Dan
Lockhart '74.
Lockhart grad-
uated with a
degree in biology,
and an acceptance
to Tulane Medical
School. His life was in front of him.
Tragically, Lockhart died in a car
accident a little over a month after
graduation.
This article is not to reprimand the
students who added the detergent to
the fountain, it is to explain who
Lockhart was, because it seems most
students have no idea that the foun-
tain is dedicated to the memory of a
former student.
I learned about Lockhart and the
fountain through my mother, a
Wooster alumna, who was close
friends with him during their years
' here. I contacted Pulitzer Prize win-
ning, Wooster alumnus Bob Dyer
who was also good friends with
Lockhart.
The following are excerpts from
the obituary written by Bob, which
appeared in IVooster Magazine follow-
ing Lockhart's death: "Dan's was a
world of motion. It was a world of
feeling, of beauty, of accomplish-
ment. He lived a philosophy of mak-
ing the most of each moment. Dan
set goals for himself, lofty goals,
goals which would force him to use
.every bit of his vast inborn talent.
"Though he lived in this age where
cynicism is fashionable, Dan never
IT
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Almost every Sunday, around four in the morning, students have been
awaken by the sound of the fire alarm going off in their dorms. The deafen-
ing screeching wakes up most of the students, who then stumble outside in
their pajamas or theme clothes for whichever party they attended that night,
and sit outside for yet another false alarm.
The pranksters who pull the fire alarm feel that it's necessary to disturb
hundreds of sleeping students for fun. This is not only disrespectful to the
students living in the building, but it causes a significant disturbance for
Campus Security and Wooster Fire Department.
Not only is this reoccurring disturbance obnoxious, but it leads to other
consequences as well. Some students have become so accustomed to the false
fire alarms that they don't feel it is necessary to evacuate the building. In the
event oL a real fire, how many students would lie in bed and wait to go back
to sleep? How many would know there was a real fire?
Those who choose not to leave the building and are found by Campus
Security or the fire department can suffer consequences with the school dis-
ciplinary system. Students have appeared before the Judiciary Board for con-
sciously deciding not to evacuate during a fire alarm, and have faced the
prospect of getting fined.
The issue of campus safety is being circumvented by these false alarms,
and is no longer effective because of it. Students should be respectful of the
systems designed to protect them, and also of their fellow students. Stop
pulling the fire alarms; the Wooster Township and Campus Security will
appreciate it, and your fellow students will finally be be able to get some
iinditfturbed sleep. ' :,tU' ' :;..,....., ,.., ;,, ?.,
Remembering Dan
The memorialfountain
lost his contagious optimism.
"Dan loved people. His outgoing
friendly manner led him to strong
friendships with people in every seg-
ment of the campus."
It is clear from these statements
that Lockhart was very well-like- d. He
was gregarious, intelligent, musically
inclined and full of natural ability
and talent. From the stories shared
with me about him, it is apparent he
cared deeply about people.
During his time at Wooster he
organized a Halloween party at local
elementary schools, volunteered and
encouraged others to give back to the
community. He loved Wooster and he
was loved in Wooster. This love was
shared with the rest of his family; all
of his siblings graduated from
Wooster.
The College now gives out the Dan
F. Lockhart Outstanding Senior
Award each year to a senior who has
made "an outstanding contribution to
the life of the College." This award
recognizes students who have contin-
ued Lockhart's legacy of achieve-
ment, leadership and involvement.
After learning about Lockhart, I
don't think he would mind the bub-
bles. He probably would have appreci-
ated the humor of the bubble foun-
tain tradition. The bubbles have a
quiet kind of beauty to them. Still, he
would have appreciated being
remembered. So the next time you
walk by the fountain, enjoy the seren-
ity with the knowledge that it is there
in memory of a great young man
who was taken from our community
too soon.
Grace Lynch is the Business Manager fir
tilt Voice. She can be reached fir comment
at GLynch09wooster.edu.
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But look at any
ballot, and even if
there are only two
explicit choices for
President, there
will always be a
small line at the
bottom that says "write in." This line
pays tribute to the dozens of third
party candidates out there, candi-
dates whose views may be more
closely aligned with yours than either
of the major parties. Shouldn't you,
out of faith in democracy and belief
in the value of the vote, choose the
person you want to become president
based on issues and not electability?
No. Voting for a third party with
which you agree is an admirable
expression but it is mostly an exer-
cise in ineffectual protest.
The choice comes down to whether
you think your vote should make a
difference or make a statement.
Making statements is fine, but many
do so believing that by beginning a
grassroots movement in which voters
try to elect the best candidate will
eventually raise awareness of alter-
native issues and change the con
cerns of Washington. This is partly
true, as the greatest contribution of
third parties is making noise about
problems that the mainstream parties
tend not to address, but that is not
the best way to change the govern-
ment. In a government where the
power structure is two-side- d, it is
best to work with what you have, not
to ask for what you can't get.
Part of the problem with third
party candidates is the electoral col-
lege. America's system of voting
almost entirely precludes the possi-
bility of any real votes going to a
minority party.
Ross Perot, the most successful
third-par- ty contender for President,
Won 18.9 percent of the vote in 1992,
but he did not receive a single elec-
toral vote. This means that nineteen
million votes did not directly count.
They did influence the nation in that
they gave a quantitative expression
to the dissatisfaction of the American
people with the two-par- ty system,
but here we are, sixteen years later,
and more divided along party lines
than ever.
The real trouble with voting for a
third party isn't the electoral college;
that's only what inhibits it from mak-
ing progress.
The problem arises from the fact
that it doesn't take into account the
way the politicians are influenced. To
think that a small percentage of the
i,
Hate mountains? Make an editorial cartoon. Inquire atVoiceViewpointswooster.edu.
Going third party wastes a vote
If you only watched the presiden-
tial and vice-president- ial debates or
solely read mainstream news, it
would seem like there are only two
parties, the Republicans and the
Democrats, running for the office of
President.
.
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population would make a president
think differently about a topic
because it has something of a voice
completely discounts the fact that
when the popular vote is split in half
by the entire nation, the winning
president will still ignore half his
country.
Yes, third parties contribute to
change in policy, but that's not
because people vote for them, it's
because those 'party's members are
also lobbyists, columnists and public
figures.
If you want to create change, don't
do it by wasting a vote, do it by using
your voice. Vote for the candidate
who most closely represents your
views and then push him or her to
become even more aligned with your
beliefs. Push the primary parties
towards the stances of the third
party you support.
Despite easy, and sometimes accu-
rate, cynicism, America is still a
democracy, and the best way to prac-
tice direct dinocracy within the Cur-
rent system is by trying to persuade
an elected politician to vote a certain
way. Writing letters and holding
signs is not a perfect system, but by
voting for a party that cannot win is
no system at all.
Peter Gernsheimer is the Viewpoints editor
for the Voice. He can be reachedfor corn-m- en
at PGernsheimerWwooster.edu.
Non-voter-s cynical, not apathetic
Low youth turnout showsfrustration
For years we've been hearing the
same rhetoric about college-ag-e vot-
ers every time an election year comes
around.
What is to blame for all of this
voter apathy? Young people just
jonahcomstock
don't care enough
to vote. They
don't see the elec-
tion as affecting
their real lives, or
they don't ' see
themselves as
having a signifi
cant effect on the election, so they
don't think it's worth the bother to
register and contribute their vote.
I want to question the truth of this
myth. Certainly it's the case that not
as many people our age vote as do
older adults. But, at least at The
College of Wooster, the nonvoters
I've spoken with aren't apathetic.
On-th- e contrary, they're very
nervous about the state of our coun-
try. The problem is that they're so
fed up with the election system on
both sides that they simply refuse to
participate. This isn't voter apathy
we're looking at; it's voter cynicism.
And this is no semantic distinc-
tion. It's problematic because cyni-
cism is considerably harder to fight
than apathy. '
We employ a number of tactics to
snare the apathetic voter, from
emphasizing the simplicity of voting
Got an Opinion?
Write for Us!
The Voice wants to hear what you think about current events and issues from cam-
pus developments to global news. If you're interested in writing, or if you'd like to
comment on what you've read here, contact Viewpoints at
voiceviewpointswooster.edu. .
to trying to get across the important
voting plays in a democratic system,
to pointing out the parts of candi-
dates' platforms that directly affect
peoples' lives. None of these has the
least effect on a cynical voter, who is
convinced that we are doomed no
matter who we elect.
And to be fair, there is plenty to be
cynical about. We're working within
a system where it takes an extreme
amount of money to seriously run
for president, and one must have the
support of one of two major parties.
It's a system where one can't become
president without compromising
some principles to appeal to special
interest groups. .
And when it comes down to it, it's
a system where the person that the
majority of Americans vote for does-
n't necessarily get 'to be president.
Furthermore, a lot of Americans,
particularly college students who can
only really be expected to remember
the last two elections simply don't
' have faith that all the votes are get-
ting counted.
No amount of "getting out the
vote" will get through to this sizable
block of fed-u- p citizens.
The real solution to this problem,
of course, is to clean up the system.
We need to hold candidates account-
able for spending. We need to make it
easier to get on the ballot, so third
parties won't keep being relegated to
the status of a joke. We, as a nation,
need to seriously consider whether
the electoral college still works for
our country.
But the guy whose benefiting from
the system isn't the one who is going
to fix it, and the people who aren't
voting aren't going to hold much
sway over the candidates they're not
voting for.
As satisfying as it might be to say
"I'm above all that," the fed-u- p non-
voting cynic, is throwing away the
only leverage he or she has that
could solve the problems he or she
sees in American democracy.
If you're so fed up with the system
you can't make yourself support
either candidate, make the system
your issue. Look at how the candi-
dates run their campaigns. Look at
their stance on campaign finance
reform. And not just presidential
candidates either your senators
and representatives are your direct
line to Washington. Vote for some-
one who will listen to you.
If you belong to this group of
cynical voters, or you know someone
who does, I urge you to spread the
word: Don't give up on America.
America needs you to set things
right.
Jonah Comstock is the Managing Editor
fir the Voice. He can be reachedfor com-
ment at JComstockldwooster.edu.
The Voice welcomes letters to the editors!
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must be received by the Voice by 5 p.m.
on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed, observe standard spelling and grammatical rules and
include contact information. The Voice reserves the right to proofread and withhold letters.
Please send letters via e-m-ail to voiceviewpointswooster.edu. Letters can also be sent
by campus mail to C-31- 87, The IVooster Voice, College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.
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Allies and Queers host events for Out in October week
Abby Gordon
Features Editor.
Oren Riback
Voice Staff
The Allies and Queers want you to
come (to) Out in October. Out in
October is the fall awareness week --
there is one each semester - for. the
Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual-Transge-
nder
(LG.B.T.) community. The week is
about educating peers, creating a safe
haven for diverse sexuality, promoting
tolerance and just bonding with fellow
Allies and Queers.
October is LG.B.T. Pride Month,
and tomorrow, Saturday, Oct. 1 1, is
National Coming Out Day. The first
Out Day was Oct. 1 1, 1987. The con-
cept arose as a celebratory response to
the 500,000-perso- n Second National
March on Washington for Lesbian and
Gay Rights, which had taken place one
year earlier.
At The College of Wooster, the
week of Coming Out Day has been
declared Out in October Week. Every
year it is jam-pack- ed with educational
pnd social events. Since this year's
Coming Out Day occurs over Fall
Break, they started instead oh
Saturday, Oct. 4 and have held events
throughout the week.
The week had an inspirational start
' when Allies and Queers teamed up
with ethnic student group Ubuntu to
promote and participate in the eigh-
teenth annual Cleveland A.I.D.S. walk.
In preparation, Allies and Queers
tabled in LowrjMo find volunteers for
jthe walk and collect donations. They
decorated Styrofoam cups and carried
them throughout the day for collect--
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Left to right: Students at Cleveland A.I.D.S. Walk, Saturday Oct. 4 (Photo courtesy Ubuntu)
Tristan Taormino gives "Queer Sex Now" speech in Mateer (Photo by Jesse Allen).
ing donations.
George Myatt "II, the Allies and
Queers member in charge of organiz-
ing the event, said that the A.I.D.S.
walk raises awareness about more
'
than H.I.V and A.I.D.S. He said, "It
also is a good program to raise aware--
ness about safe sex and sexually trans-
mitted diseases." The money raised
goes to H.I.V.A.I.D.S. research and
education centers in Northeast Ohio.
Last year only three students
attended the walk and the group
raised $300. This year was significant-
ly more successful, as at least twenty
people attended and over $615 was
raised. Myatt adds, "This was a much
better year and next year we hope to
have even more!"
Last Sunday, Oct. 5 there was an on-cam- pus
L.G.B.T. social event at
McDavitt Mouse, which is home to
Parents Friends and Family of
Lesbians and Gays (P.F.L.A.G.). They
had an open house during which any- -.
one who wanted, to could socialize
with the College's L.G.B.T. communi-
ty and get to know people in a casual,
intimate setting.
Allies and Queers Vice President
Emily Neumann '09 said, "The open
house was very successful, and very
fun. It was more of a social event, but
if anyone had any questions, we
answered them."
The educational portion officially
began with the school week. On
Monday, Oct. 6,- - students set up an
informational table in Lowry, where
they distributed rainbow ribbons and
educational pamphlets.
That evening the Allies and Queers
hosted a student-le- d .panel on L.G.B.T.
terminology. "I think the educational
panel was important since many peo-
ple may not know how to approach
L.G.B.T. issues and how to talk about
them," said Allies and Queers
Treasurer Sarah Gollwitzer '09.
Then, on Tuesday Oct. 7, the Allies
and Queers provided an environment
for people to express themselves cre-
atively in the form of Open Mic Night
at Common Grounds. Though the
event was advertised as a Question-and-Answ- er
session, it was more
diverse and interesting than that.
"We had some great performances,
including several pieces on cello and
(separately) on clarinet ... Whoever
wanted to perform was welcome to. It
wasn't so much about education as a
time to celebrate all those people who
had something to say or perform,"
Neumann explained.
On Wednesday, Oct. 8, The College
of Wooster saw the return of Tristan
Taormino, a lesbian and former porn
star who spoke to a packed Wooster
student audience three years ago. An
almost entirely hew student body got
to listen to Taormino's informative
and interesting lecture, "Queer Sex
Now," in Mateer from 7 to 9 p.m.
"Queer Sex Now" included topics
related specifically to the L.G.B.T.
movement as well as sexuality as it
relates to everyone, making her an
effective part of attempts to create a
tolerant and understanding atmos-
phere for our student body.
Though they were the primary
financial backers for the event, the
Allies and Queers requested and
received donations from the Women
- and Gender Studies department and
the Longbrake Student Wellness
Center, two groups who are actively
interested in and concerned with
L.G.B.T. issues.
After Taormino's return visit, the
L.G.B.T. Community provided a new
event to help educate people. On
Thursday, Oct. 9, there was a mock
presidential debate. Neumann said, "As
far. as I know, we've never had an
informative Presidential Debate on
L.G.B.T. issues before. It hasn't hap--,
pened in the recent past."
The participating professors enact-
ed a debate over L.G.B.T. issues such
as civil unions, the "Don't Ask, Don't
Tell" policy in the military and adop-
tion rights.
Neumann explained that while Out
in October centers around National
Coming Out Day, the L.G.B.T. week in
April is based around the more somber
National Day of Silence. As you trav-
el and relax over fall break, keep an
eye out for diverse expressions of
pride. Hopefully the brave and positive
spirit will prove infectious.
New College project strives to burst Wooster social-clas-s bubble
Missie Bender
Editor in Chief
The thought of venturing "off-campu- s"
can sometimes be daunting.
College students are often ostracized
(as are the Wooster community mem- -
to help students identify and address
hidden issues of class within our sur-
rounding community," Baum said.
"My role at The College of Wooster
this year is to empower students to get
involved in social justice and combat
bers) from the town they live in, and
,
powrty . m vtheV local., .community.
sometimes the reason for this is differ
ences in class.
Ryan Baum, The College of
Wooster's AmeriCorps Volunteer In
Service to America and the head of a
pew Wooster project called Bursting
the Wooster Bubble, is working with
students and the City of Wooster to
break down those social barriers.
' Bursting the Wooster Bubble is a
program designed to encourage
healthy relationships between the col-
lege students and the wider communi-
ty. "Given that much of the social seg-
regation in our city and in cities all
over the country are along lines of
socioeconomic class, this problem aims
Throughout the year,. I will be work
ing very closely with the Wooster
Volunteer Network.
"Bursting the Wooster Bubble will
offer a serious of workshops, simula-
tions, panel discussions and fireside
chats. The objective of such events is
to inspire students to become active
and begin moving toward the goal of
demolishing economic inequality.
"Toward the end of the semester,
we will begin exploring ways that we
as a group can move beyond the cam-
pus to build bridges to the wider
Wooster community. During the
Spring 2009 semester, we will aim to
put these ideas into practice, offering
ourselves in fellowship and service to
our fellow Wooster residents,"
explained Baum.
Baum has already assembled a large
group of people who are eager to help
burst the Wooster bubble. "I am from
Wayne County, so I see this, issue from
two sides," said Emily Howard '10. V
"I have been a member of this com-
munity my entire life, so I am very
familiar with the hostilities that peo-
ple feel towards the College, and now
as a college student I am also aware of
the hostilities we have towards the
outside community.
"I'm hoping to bring that local per-
spective to the group, and I feel
strongly that class is an issue here that
needs to be discussed. I've seen and
experienced divisions along class
lines, not only between the college and
the town, but also within the student
body. As a student, I personally feel
the need for an outlet to discuss this,"
Howard said.
Everybody is
welcome to get
involved in any
event created
by Bursting the
t.W o tve.r
"Bubble! 1Baum
is publicizing
the group
through
Facebook, the
W.V.N.,ThePot
and W.H.N.
The next
event on the
group's agen "Bursting the Wooster Bubble" (Drawing by
Meghan O'Brien).da will be a
fireside chat.
Howard feels Bursting the Wooster
Bubble will encourage dialogue about
various important social issues that
are rarely discussed on campus.
'This group has the potential to
raise awareness of the hidden divi-
sions that class creates, raise under-
standing between classes and improve
our relationship with the City of
Wooster," said Howard.
Two on-camp- us groups promote inter-cultur- al diversity
L
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Wooster students at Bhangra Night dance party
In Luce (Photos by Andrew Collins).
Alexander Dreussi
Voice Staff
i Are you looking to dance but you're
bored by the U.G. scene? Or maybe
you'd just like an interesting new
meal? The International Student
Association and - the South Asia
Committee (S.A.C.) are two on-cam- pus
groups that seek to create a har- -'
nionious, tolerant and informed inter-
national student body, as well as give
you a break from the same old.
On Saturday, Oct. 4, S.A.C. held
their traditional Bhangra Night dance
party in the basement of Luce.
Punjabi-styl- e
Bhangra
music started
blasting at 10
p.m. and con-
tinued well
into the night,
thanks to D.J.
Anish Jain '09.
S.A.C..
Publicist Maaz
T a s n e e m
Khan 'l 1 esti-
mated around
seventy peo-
ple showed
up, an impres-
sive number
foe a student
run cultural
event. He said
that; he was
especially
impressed by
the "people
shaking their
booties to
some wild
South Asian
B h a n e r a
music they've
never heard before."
Bhangra is known as one of the
most energetic South Asian dances.
Although the name is now used to
refer to most Asian pop sounds,
Bhangra was traditionally a kind of
agricultural folk music played in the
Punjab region of India. While many
of the heats remain the same and tra-
ditional Bhangra music continues to
flourish, the modern Bhangra sounds
have received the most widespread
audience and popularity among
today's youth.
The dance itself has also branched
L
out from its roots as a primarily agri-
cultural dance; now it is dance per-
formed at weddings, birthdays, and
similar celebrations, much like "Shout"
in American culture.
.
The dhol, a type of Indian drum
used to lay the beat down for the
dancers, is the most prominent
Bhangra instrument. Other instru-
ments, such as flutes, tablas (a smaller
Indian drum) and synthetic music are
incorporated into the Bhangra music
of today. The reinvention of the
music as a more popular and wide-
spread phenomenon has been bringing
it great success not only in India, but
around the world.
,
The beauty of Bhangra Night was
that' it brought together not only
South Asian students but also their
American and other international
peers at The College of Wooster.
Dozens of students from around
the world danced to some of the
catchiest up-and-co-ming Bhangra
music out there, and it seemed like
everybody had a great time.
D.J. Anish played to a vibrant,
flourishing crowd, and snacks and
refreshments were provided to keep
the dancers going. With such wild-
ly fun events to campus, learning
about cultural diversity is as easy
as partying on a Saturday night.
Then, on Monday, Oct. 6, the
International Students Association
(I.S.A.) hosted the second monthly
International Students' Dinner of
the semester. With around 90 stu
dents in attendance, the dinner was
very successful.
The dinner was held in a com
pletely packed faculty lounge. Chef
Rick made a special International
dinner for the crowd, who also were
able to take in their fill of interna
tional experiences.
Three students, Hayet Rida 'll of
Ghan), Paul Kennedy '12 of Northern
Ireland and Akane Fukuda '10 of
Japan, acted as guest speakers and
gave mini-cultur- al presentations. The
speakers shared memories about their
own favorite traditional foods, as well
as interesting customs - such as the
complexities of chopstick etiquette --
in their respective cultures.
The dinner was satisfying both gas-tronomic- ally
and intellectually. Prachi
Saraogi 'll explained that dishes
served represented food from each
speaker's country, including Ethiopian
Samboosa, plantains and different
styles of chicken.
Saraogi also mentioned that the
I.S.A. hopes to reach out to more than
its roughly 250 current members on
our campus. She emphasized a point
that is crucial to I.S.A.'s structure:
both Americans and international stu-
dents are welcome and encouraged to
join the group, as well as attend their
dinners and meetings. The I.S.A.
strives to integrate students of. all
backgrounds into its activities.
Even if you missed Bhangra Night
and this month's community dinner,
you can still partake in cultural learn-
ing experiences at another upcoming
October event, tentatively titled the
International Cookbook Launch. Keep
an eye out for more details as the
month goes on; or, you could always
ask an international student.
v
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Abby Gordon
Features Editor
Continued from last week's Feature on
Fall Greek Week.
As the weather gets harsher by the
day, we all need a way to warm up and
unwind. If you enjoyed a bonfire, free
cookout or Underground Dance Party
(U.G.D.P.) last week, you probably owe
thanks to the Inter-Gre- ek Council
(I.G.C) and the campus Greek corn- -
VVooster Fall Greek Week came to a
cloe on Saturday, Oct. 4, and the opin-
ion seems unanimous that it was a suc-
cess and will only get better next time.
Any new event leaves room for
improvement, and the main thing the
I.G.C. Presidents and Social Chairs
I
other Greeks, meeting the non-Gree- ks
who did attend and cleaning up both
the community and their own image.
Drushal, Co-Presid- ent Dierre
Taylor '09 and Social Chair Hilary
Maich '10 all agreed that the bonfire
on Thursday, Oct. 2 was a high point
of the week and showcased the cohe-siven- ess
of the Greek community.
Taylor said, "We had some Sigs Phi
Sigma Alpha there playing the guitar
and drums. I think this was the event
where we had a lot of potential rush- -
munity. The first official College of es. It was just really nice to get every- -
one together to take a study break,
have s'mores and hot dogs and just
hang out."
.
Maich said, "A lot of freshmen came
and since it wasn't a massive group
of people there was time for one-on-o- ne
conversations." She also added, "It
hope will change in the future is the was a beautiful night, and we were all
number of non-Gre- ek participants in there for the same reasons despite the
Fall Greek Week activities. Co-.oXVesi- dent
Ali Drushal '09 said, "I
think' that we needed to get the word
out that this was not for Greeks but
for those interested in learning more
about Greek groups in general."
l . ' i i: '.vaim, iney enjoyeu oonumg w nil
differences among the Greek groups."
The next day, Friday, Oct. 3, the
Greek community hosted the weekly
U.G.D.P. Noelle Krisch '09 said there
was a good turnout of both Greeks
and non-Gree- ks. Everyone intermin-
gled naturally, while the different
'""I ,:f
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Molly Lehman
Editor in Chief
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Last year, the theme of the Wooster
Forum Series was "Green Footprints
on the Blue Planet." Intended as a way
to expose students to a range of envi-
ronmental issues and perspectives and
a stimulus for thinking about the glob-
al impact of human life, the forum was
part of a wave of new,, ecologically
conscious initiatives at both campus
and local levels.
This year, the forum theme is
ent but the tide of environmental
change, at Wooster hasn't slowed.
From changes in curriculum to sup-
porting local sustainability efforts to
rethinking the processes behind much
of its daily activity, the College con-
tinues to demonstrate a strong com-
mitment to going green.
One of the most visible of these
changes have been the myriad deve-
lopments in Hospitality Services.
Chuck Wagers, director of hospitality,
is a member of the Environmental
Task Force at the College and has
introduced a number of changes in
the kitchens and dining halls to
decrease the school's environmental
impact. Waste reduction, energy con-
servation and taking advantage of
locally produced food has been at the
heart of these changes.
...
It's change that both the environ-
ment and the campus community
appreciates. "The changes have been
received very well, especially the
increased availability of locally grown
fruits, vegetables, and chicken," said
Wagers, who also serves as a Wayne
County delegate to the Northeast
Ohio Food Congress: Promoting a
Healthy, Equitable, and Sustainable
Food System in Northeast Ohio.
Some managerial members of The
College of Wooster' s Hospitality
Services team have attended seminars
and workshops about sustainability.
O
Friday, October 1 0, 2008
Greek Week concludes with bonfire, charity
groups' letters hanging on the walls
helped maintain the Greek Week ele-
ment. The next morning, Saturday
Oct. 4, the Greeks got up early to
meet at 10 a.m. and begin their two-ho- ur
campus-wid- e cleanup.
Drushal, Taylor and Maich all said
the cleanup was a positive act that
made a good impression on communi-
ty members,, as well as prospective
students and parents.
' After making the campus more pre-
sentable, the Greek community moved
to the field to support the College's
soccer teams in their games. They set
up a cookout for all members of the
campus and community, and the crowd
of grateful, hungry soccer fans was
latge and diverse.
Maich said, "Not only did freshmen
and others come check out the cook-
out, but the Wooster community
appreciated our efforts and even gave
us a donation for Inter-Gre- ek Council.
Plus it was a beautiful day and-w- e
were supporting the soccer team."
Taylor mentioned that they politely
refused donations, except in one case
when the donor insisted.
While you're waiting for Fall Greek
J"LrU5LKi
Buy 2 packages of
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At one of these seminars, members of
the Wooster, Kenyon and Denison
communities came together and
learned about sustainable methods
that could be used on campus, with
emphasis on utilizing local sources
and modern farming techniques.
The dining halls now otter locally
grown produce such as tomatoes,
peaches, pears, grapes, strawberries,
corn, beans, apples, squashes and pota-
toes and feature recipes using more
locally produced meat and dairy prod-
ucts. Around a third of all Hospitality
Services purchases have received the
designation Ohio Proud, meaning that
they are produced largely or wholly in
the state of Ohio.
.
Hospitality Services has also influ-
enced the decrease in trash produced
on campus. Wagers said. Takrout
tainers, cups and cutlery are now com-postab- le
and produced from sustain-
able materials, and paper towels and
napkins are made of recycled materi
TzrTn
O
and get the 3rd package
with your Advantage Card
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als. The reusable travel
mugs provided to each
student combat the
waste of mountains of
ate-nig- ht paper coffee
cups from Mom's or Old
Week '09, there w ill be plenty of
Greek-ru- n events and service projects
along the way. For those' who have
been inspired to join, Rush begins Oct.
20 this year. The Greek groups have
been taking turns hosting blood drives
every few weeks with incentives such
as free food from Chipotle. So far these
have been tremendously successful,
resulting in many more donations
than anticipated. The next I.G.C.
blood drive will be on Nov. 19-2- 0,
hosted by the Sigs and Thetas.
The Greeks will also collaborate
with other campus groups on projects;
they have pledged their financial sup-
port in publicizing the Presidential
forum to be hosted by the Black
Students Association.
And of course, stay tuned for Greek
Week in the spring. Taylor says they
have not begun planning, but that the
always well-receiv- ed Greek lip synch
concert is a sure thing.
We ca likely expect great results
froiii such a diverse and influential
sub-commuh- ity making the conscious
decision to change their school for the
better and open people's minds about
. Greek life.
Left: Fall Greek .Week cookout (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh). Right: Fall Greek Week bonfire (Photos by Elena Dahl).
Hospitality Services helps make Wooster eco-jriend- ly
Main LattN
Thsee changes represent a shift that
that encompasses those on the staff as
well. "Tjhe management and staff
are all actively a part of finding new
ways to move towards reducing,
reusing, and recycling," Wagers said.
Even kitchen appliances and vehi-
cles used to transport food are being
restructured. The I lospitality catering
truck has been converted to run on
waste vegetable oil left in the dining
halls' deep fryers, and a similarly pow-
ered truck and golf carts are used for
campus deliveries. The dishwashers
are designed to reduce water con-
sumption, and all packaging from food
products is recycled where possible.
Hospitality Services continues to
investigate greener alternatives for
the future. "We are currently research-
ing a plan to compost dining hall food
waste and further investigating alter-
native fuel vehicles for our staff that
make campus deliveries for catering
and vending machines," Wagers said.
As environment issues become ever
central, to a swially conscious campus
and world, the developments at
Hospitality Services seem to be a bell-
wether of a clean planet in the future.
v
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It has officially been a year since I
first came to the United States. A lot
of things changed this year, and they
are still ongoing. I have made many
friends at the College, and they have to
be part of my
best memory.
And thanks to
Facebook, I can
treasure those
memories and
access photos of
w
sinan" them any time,
from anywhere. ' y
Speaking of a social network,
Facebook is not only a channel to put
up your funniest pictures, but also a
platform through which friends can
learn who you really are.
In China, we did not have an official
social network like Facebook or
Myspace until a year ago, when social
network Xiaonei came to our lives.
Especially for high sehowl students, it
is too good to be true.
According to the registration num-
ber from Xiaonei, there are millions of
new members on the website every
day. It is even more impressive when
all your elementary school classmates
add you as a friend one day and you
cannot remember them at all.
Xiaonei is the most popular website
in China now. Why is it so popular?
Why is it even more popular than
Facebook is in the States? It's not just
because of the population, but rather
what life is like for Chinese high
school students.
In China, high school students have
a flood of homework every day. In my
high school days, I was busy from 6
a.m. to 2 a.m. In my senior year, I had
9 classes a day, even on Saturdays.
That is why Chinese high school stu-
dents need Xiaonei so much; they
devote too much to their studies, and
need a social break.
In China, a diploma means a job, and
a job means a life, especially in devel- - ;
oping or underdeveloped areas. Every '
year, billions of people vie for admit-- -- '
tance to colleges. Some have to step
back because the competition is too
intense. Parents are w illing to do any
thing for their kids' education.
It is the "job theorem" in people's
minds. It is not about higli school stu-
dents going to colleges anymore; it is
more like soldiers going out to fight a
war against each other.
High schools in China have been
trying every possible way to instill as
much knowledge as they can into the
students, so the students rarely inter-
act with society as a whole. Chinese
high school students fociis "hardcore"
on academic study, which is good, but
sometimes they miss out on social
learning opportunities.
It is nice now that we have a social
network in China. Students may also
choose to share their thoughts and
relieve the pressures of school by
writing in a Hog.
Chinese high schoolers finally have
a social break. They can interact with
people outside of their schools
through the Internet now.
Who knows; we may even see a
more "chill" education system in China
in the future. However, Chinese stu-
dents would definitely continue to
study "hardcore" like we have always
done. So, watch out!
Sihan Li '1 1 is an intended Business
Economics major from China, and the
Treasurer of 1.S..1.
Thursday
12-pric- e appetizers,
6 and 9-1- 1 p.m.
$2 off margaritas and
$2 PBR
Open Mic Night 8:30-11:3- 0
p.m.
Friday
Honey-Hickor- y Bacon
cheeseburger $5
Saturday
College ID Night! Show your ID and
get 25 off your meal.
Wednesday
Nearly 12 off all wings
99-ce- nt 14ox. Bud Light drafts
Open Monday-- Thursday 3 to 11 p.m., Friday and Saturday 3 to midnight
359 W. Liberty St, Wooster
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Kings of Leon replace substance with glitz
Latest album fails
Dan Casto
Voice Staff
Grainy, washed-o- ut photography.
Overexposed light cuts through
dark clouds with the kind of con-
trast that makes real life look like
.comic hooks.
Chiseled jaws with legs walk in
slow motion, hair blowing, sunglass-
es glaring, fake sweat dripping from
their foreheads.
As they pass, they are flanked by
the fireworks and debris of the bad
guy they've just blow n sky high.
Sound like a Michael Bay film?
It's not that 'I'm too good for
"Transformers;" it's that Kings of
Leon should be.
The Followill family band has nr
business writing hard rock for slow
motion walking scenes' in summer
blockbusters alas, with "Only By
Night," they achieve just that.
Kings of Leon's new album is jar-
ringly different from the two major
label efforts and other EPs.
Where previous material found a
happy home between the roots of
country rock and indie angst, this
thoroughly and tragically modern
rock effort all but annihilates the
unique sound that the Kings once
called their own.
The Kings' first' trip over produc-
tion the stifling overproduction of
Angelo Patragila, and .(acquire King.
Jon Brumbaugh
Voice Staff
Half-pric-e coffee, a sprightly yet
laid-ba- ck atmosphere, great company
and a wonderful acoustic folk rock
group.
I really don't think liberal arts col-
lege students could have found more
of their favorite elements collected in
the same place as they could Tuesday
night at Mom's for -- The'.; Sweet
Remains.
Kudos to the Wooster Activites
Crew for finding a refreshing group.
The Sweet Remains is a band worth
talking up, particularly because of
their ability to set the atmosphere.
The most successful bands are
those that can command the tone of
Photo by Sarah Hunt.
a;
I ' it,. i
to duplicate previous successes
to fit the genre.
The melodies
and rhythmic
patterns were
simple and crisp,
while the lyrics
were brilliantly
insightful.
The band's
Myspaee site
lists their influ-
ences as Van
Morrison,
Martin Sexton,
Paul Simon, The
mlJb
Kings of Leon rock out Photo by AP).
In true Michael Bay form, the' talents of drummer Nathan
band tries to compensate for an Followill are criminally subdued, to'.'
album that lacks substance by near-syn- th beats which sound like
upping the ante aesthetically. the ..'backing tracks for a David
Whereas minimal - Banner club hit. '
but -- clean instrumen-tal- s
used to convey a
sense of earnest,
homegrown attitude,
too much noise shows
502BftGSV
an album which is try-
ing to exchange small-tow- n flare for
big city lights and ends up selling
out in the process.
Enough reverb finds its way onto
Matthew Followill's guitars to
induce a late 'HOs V'Z effect, and the
the evening, and these guys made it
pretty clear , that we were thMT'-tir- "
allow pretty much anything.
While they played, people were
quietly talking, doing homework and
masticating on some good of Mom's
fried delicacies, and the overall effect
was one of a very comfortable and
warm environment.
The Sweet Remains was without
one of their members: vocalguit-
arist- Greg Naughton had a family
emergency and couldn't be there.
However, Rich Price and Brian
Chartrand put together a set full of
soaring sweet harmonies and folksy
blues guitar sounds.
Chartrand's solos were a perfect
collection, showing us he knew his
way around the guitar while keeping
I
it simple enough
More problems lie
on the conscience of
singer songwriter
Caleb Followill.
,
No one can blame
Followill for attempt-
ing to clean up his delivery, which
grabbed part of its endearing nature
from the fact that it was almost
entirely indiscernible. '
What steins from good intentions,
though, ends up falling somewhere
between the likes of Gavin DeGraw
and Chad Kroeger, two musicians
hardly worth emulating at all.
Followill's writing also takes a hit
from attempts to upgrade his lyrical
prowess.
Feigned off-kilt- er sexual commen-
tary like that of "I Want You" comes
off like Pavement minus the witti-
cism, and the dark, political predic-
tions of "Crawl" bring to hiind Nine
Inch Nails without the fury.
Unfortunately, many of these lyri-
cal missteps coincide with some of
the album's best instrumental
moments.
Songs like "Revelry" and
"Manhattan" strum along to the
beautiful chords and structures that
Kings of Leon have always been
capable of, but are left lacking lyrics
substantial enough to support what
the 'music delivers; and the single
"Sex. on Fire" could be great if it
were called absolutely anything
other than "Sex on Fire."
"Only By Night" is not a terrible
album, and Kings of Leon aren't a
terrible band.
They merely seem to have fallen
prey to the overproduction and mod-
ern rock glitz that their success has
afforded them.
Who can blame them? After all,
it's not like "Transformers" didn't do
well at the box office.
The Sweet Remains give coffeehouse flavor
l
,1 ' '
'
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The Sweet Remains playing music. (Photo by Sarah Hunt).
Reatles, The Police and Stevie
Wonder, and they do a good job of
echoing elements of each of these
artists.
The band also crooned a totally
respectable version of Billy Joel's
"New York State of Mind", as well as
the sickest re-m- ix of "Cry Me a
River," one that would definitely have
turned Mr. Timberlake's head.
The best lyrics are usually those
that provoke thought, and those that
can lead that thought in the most
interesting directions.
The lyrics of The Sweet Remains
told a story (often, a love story) and
painted a picture in the minds of
their listeners, something that espe-
cially fit my spacey mood on Tuesday.
Some of their songs could have bor-
dered on sappiness for a man's man,
but the if you're feeling a bit senti-
mental, they're entirely enjoyable.
The songs took on a reflective
tone, and as a senior with many bor-
derline ludicrous college years
behind me, I appreciated the oppor
tunity to think.
"Blindness" not successful in cinematography, plot
Missie Bender
Editor In Chief
The movie "Blindness" is very
much like a typical home video: love
captured on tape, disorientation and,
most importantly, a cluster of blurry
images. ,
As expected, home videos don't
always have the best cinematogra-
phy. People fade from big blobs of
color (or black and white) to very
finely defined objects.
"Blindness" is no exception to this;
the motion picture takes the
audience on an unpredictable jour-
ney through a camera lens that could
almost parallel someone's vision.
The cinematography is shaky,
transforming from a bright blank
white screen to a dimly lit prison.
It is almost as if there is a problem
with the steadiness of the projector
in the movie theatre.
Other then the unstable
cinematography, "Blindness" "iloes
raise some good points.
If your vision were to vanish
except for a blank screen of white
everywhere, would you keep moving
forward?
v
Jose Saramao's 1 novel-turned-mo- vie
does just that.
The UOOS thriller, directed by
Fernando Meirelles ('J(M)4 Academy
Award nominee for Best Director)
and written by Don McKcllar, high-
lights the lives of different
(unnamed) characters before, during
Illustration by Jessica Marsh.
and after they encounter the "white
blindness" epidemic.
The plot (and I use this term
loosely) is simple:
each character
instantly becomes
blind, tries to
move forward to
find safety (some
times through
traffic) and then ends up in an insane
Irsylum.
The unsanitary asylum is more
like a prison, one that the govern-
ment set up to herd (and keep) all
people infected with the rapidly
f i
"
spreading arcane'disease.
The purpose of their banishment
is not to help them, but to keep them
away from everyone else.
Once you come in
contact with someone
who had the "white blind-
ness," you too would
become hi uid.
But every movie has its
twists ami turns. Julianne Moore's
character., (who remains unnamed
throughout the entire movie) plays
the wife of an infected doctor, played
by Mark Ruffalo, ("Rumor has it" and
"All the King's Men") and is the only
person the audience can recognize as
being immune to the disease.
She volunteers to stay by her hus-
band's side, believing that living
without him would make her suffer
more than becoming blind herself.
Without Moore's character,
"Blindness" would have not made it
past the screening room.
Together, Moore and Ruffalo work
together to help, everyone else in
their ward, one out of three wards in
the dingy asylum.
As this is going on, the city around
them is one big messy decomposition
of life this also parallels the film
itself.
The beginning of the movie is
where it becomes most interesting.
Characters are mingling, the
picture is sharp and it seems like
there will be armyiticing plot ahead.
The pictures become more and
more distorted until you feel as if
you should only use your hearing,
because there is no point in trying to
visualize the scene.
And although the characters are
trying to move forward, it is hard for
the audience to move past the
graphic, blurry scenes that occur
inside of the asylum.
"Blindness" is probably a movie
you should view as often as you view
your home videos.
If you have the patience and focus,
give it a whirl, but if not the film is
probably better off on a bookshelf,
out of sight and out of sound.
From the picnic table outside of
Wagner Hall, I watched as divided
groups of people began to file down
the precariously steep
'
stone
...i-
- I
L 3
stairs ot me
Underground
and all ... I
could think was,
"I really just
don't get it."
It was a vice-- "
patrickhughes presidential
" r debate.
Nothing more than a controlled
argument between two individuals
who didn't have that certain some-
thing it takes to be considered
worthy of being the ruler of the fret-world-.
A glorified battle of Misses
Congeniality being broadcasted on
national television.
,
What was the big deal?
How was this enjoyable?
Beside me sat two close friends
involved in a heated debate of. their
own regarding something to do with
renewable energy.
It was starting to get cold outside,
one of the first truly brisk nights of
the young autumn season, and as
they spoke their words cut swiftly
through the crisp September air like-scissor- s
darting through tightly
pulled packing tape.
"Honestly, how can you tell me
that off-sho-re oil isn't one of our
countries biggest untapped assets?"
"I'm not saying it's not important.
All I'm saying is that I think it's time
we really start to put more of a focus
on something that isn't eventually
going to become depleted and put us
in the same damn position we're in
right now."
The petty bickering stemming
from the picnic table had become
tiresome.
The longer I sat there, the further
lost I felt in the white noise minutia
of political policy and the more I
didn't understand the fervor it
produced.
On the verge of abandoning my
friends and citizenship collectively,
my salvation came in an uproar, from
the laughing commentary of one the
faceless patriots heading down into
the doldrums of democracy.
"Under the right circumstances, I
think I'd definitely hook up with
Sarah Palin!"
Amidst all of the rights and
wrongs, and legislative posits, this
was the first true, unadulterated
utterance of pleasure I had heard
since I had been seated.
It was in that heartfelt outburst
that I began to understand why
there was so much commotion over
the debate. Aside from the minor
electoral ramifications of the night,
the political process is entertaining.
As a society, we have become -- as
I infatuated with the nominees as we
! are with the daily lives of
! Brangelina.
The line between candidate and
celebrity has become blurred to the
point where it may not be long until
we see Perez Hilton taking over for '
Tom Brokaw as debate moderator.
Aside from the politico-junkie- s,
these people were there to watch
what can best be titled the actual
"Greatest Show on Earth."
As the meaty claws of reality tele-
vision clamp down further into the
sinew of prinietime programming,
the desires of the American people
to see their fellow "normal" citizens
placed in profoundly new and
treacherous situations are becoming
increasingly ravenous. And what
awld'be more 'treacherous than a
political campaign? t
This, paired with the exceedingly
low quality of the recent election-base- d
films ("Man of the Year" and
"Swing Vote" to name two) means
that you have an unquenchable infat
uation with the candidates and ihe
cadre of party cohorts that are toted
around like a high-profi- le entourage.
Who needs to sit around and wait
to watch Ari and Vince on HBO
when you've got Obama and Biden
constantly streaming on every major
media format?
With my epiphany solidified, I left
the picnic table and journeyed home
to watch the circus, not even
Barnum and Bailey could ever possi-
bly imagine.
God bless America, and God bless
the freak show of election coverage;
it's far from perfect, but it still makes
me smile.
Patrick Hughes is an for tht
Voice. He can be reached for comment
at PIIughes09wooster.eJu.
section editors:
Sara Brown
Andrew Vogel
The win over Kenyon was the
Scots' fourth win of the year in the
NCAC, boosting the Scots' confer-
ence record to 4-- 2 and 10-- 9 overall
this season.
The Scots had a little more trouble
against Malone, dropping three
tough matches to the Pioneers in the
afternoon match this past Saturday.
Malone came out firing against the
Scots, coming out on top of the Scots
by scores of 25-1- 7, 28-2- 6 and 25-2- 0.
In the second game, Riley again
came up big offensively, notching 15
kills to give her 26 in the day's six'six
matches.
While the Scots were not able to
come up with a victory in any of the
matches against Malone, the versa-
tile Earle led the Scots and filled up
the stat box.
Not only did Earle knock down eight
kills, but she also added 17 digs,
which led the team in the afternoon
matches.
The Scots are now sitting fourth
in the NCAC, behind Wittenberg
University, Hiram College and
Allegheny College. Last Wednesday,
the team traveled to Delaware, Ohio
to take on Ohio Wesleyan University.
Tomorrow, the team hos'ts. Hiram
SportsVoice .
Field hockey team takes control of conference lead
1
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Kate Valora '11 makes an athletic play to get around an Ohio Weslyan defender, dashing toward
the goal. Wooster controlled most of the game and dominated the net area (Photo by Elena Dahl).
Sara Brown
Sports Editor
After an intense match up against
Kenyon College, the Fighting Scots
field hockey team came away with
another North Coast Athletic
Conference win after winning their
game in overtime.
Brianna Lynch '11 scored the
, game tying goal with a little over
eight minutes left in the game. She
also scored the game winning goal
with slightly over two minutes left in
overtime play.
Elieen Barrar '11 scored the first
goal for Wooster in the beginning of
the second half, marking her eighth
goal of the season. Shortly after the
10 minute mark in the second half is
when Lynch scored the game tying
goal for the Scots.
This was only Wooster's second
overtime game all season. Quickly
after the beginning over overtime
play, Lynch scored the game winning
goal off of an assist from Stephanie
Standera '11. Madslyn Myers ' 1 2 had
four saves on the day, helping
perserve the win for Wooster.
to drop the last two matches for a
heartbreaking loss. The team looks
to get even with an upset tomorrow.
Then, on the following day, the
UFC and their female audience
The sport of Ultimate Fighting as
katgolis
it is known within
the United States
is largely unheard
of, but it is becom-
ing increasingly
popular among
the American cul-
ture through pro
grams out of Las Vegas as well as
Spike TV.
As a female, I strangely enough
don't mind when my guy friends turn
on UFC while we're hanging out. In
the United States, "Ultimate
Fighting" or "Cage Fighting",
involves mixed-marti- al arts such as
Brazilian style jiujitsu and mui thai
fighting.
However, the sport is largely
Known for its particularly impressive
and violent effects, coming as close
to a no holds barred street fight or an
"anything goes" philosophy that
mainstream America is willing to
arrrf rWVn fan arp Uft Itrminir
I
for the fight to end in a "knockout,"
where a fighter literally knocks their
opponent out of conciousness (which
is awesome to watch).
Otherwise, the fight will either end
in a "tap out" or the time runs out
and the judges score cards determine
the winner, which definitely isn't as
exciting to watch.
As a fairly young sport in itself, it
seems to have been born out of
Brazil where it then became ever
increasingly popularized here in the
United States.
Although illegal in Rip de Janiero,
the sport is also extremely popular
there, where it is known as "Vale
Tudo," or literally "anything goes"
and some might even argue the best
fighters have come out of Brazil and
their specific styles of fighting.
In the United States, big brand
companies are just .now starting to
jump on the hand wagon and spon-
sor these fighters (such as CHASE).
And vtti the nnfirooMo (nnnsnr nn
the fighter's shorts was a primarily
male targeted company, The Condom
Depot (could that be any more obvi-
ously targeted at men?).
Therefore, after watching a num-
ber of UFC events, as a woman I was
particularly interested and asked my
guy friends if there was a women's
league for UFC.
They then enthusiastically ram-
bled off into their ow n conversation
on who the "best" female fighter is,
after which they promptly agreed
that it is the. girl with the pink gloves
(it's really not a surprise that they
don't know her name).
It seems that in the next few years
we will see some interesting things
come out of the sport of ultimate
fighting. Not only are men
struggling to legitimize the sport,
hut their female counterparts will
need to work that much harder to
show mainstream America that they
too deserve to the chance to become
Sti ultimate ficrhter
The Scots were next set to take on
another NCAC opponent, Ohio
Wesleyan University, whose overall
record is 7-- 4 with a conference
record of 5-- 1.
The Fighting Scots beat the Ohio
Wesleyan Battling Bishops on
Tuesday, the field hockey team
extended their seven game win
streak with an overall record of 9-- 2
and maintained their perfect 6- -t
records in the North Coast Athletic
Conference. '
The Scots controlled the entire
game on both ends of the field from
the get-g- o; the end score shows their
dominance, it was 4-- 0. Brianna
Lynch ' 1 1 scored the first goal of the
game, her 10th of the season, just
over 14 minutes into the match.
Less than six minutes later,
Amanda Artman '10 assisted Elieen
Barrer '11, who scored a goal,
increasing the Scots lead to 2-- 0.
Artman,- - who had a fairly quiet
game, but more active than her previ-
ous game, scored the third goal of
the game. The penalty shot she made
moved her up to a team high 15
goals.
Brittany Montgomery '10 scored
the final goal for the Scots off of an
assist from first-ye- ar Maddie Hart
'12. The penalty corner assist is
Hart's first collegiate point.
First-ye- ar goal keeper Madalyn
Myers '12 had a total of six saves
with help from Wooster's defense.
This is her second shut-o- ut of the
season.
The Scots next opponent is
Frostburg State University. They are
stepping out of NCAC play with
hopes of keeping their perfect record
at home intact and improving their
overall record to 10-- 2. The game
takes place on Saturday at 1 1 a.m.
Scots beat Kenyon and prepare for Hiram
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
; The' Wooster volleyball team
started the season a dismal 2-- 6.
However, after a recent hot streak,
the team is back over .500 with a 10-- 9
record after a splitting two match-
es this weekend, beating North Coast
Athletic Conference ' foe Kenyon
College (0-- 8 NCAC, 0-- 17 overall) at
home but falling to Malone College
(8-- 6) at the Timken Gymnasium.
After beating the Oberlin College
Yeomen in three straight matches on
Wednesday, Oct. 1, and then the
Scots again took care of the Kenyon
Ladies witli relative ease, wining in
three matches with scores of 25-1- 8,
25-1- 0 and 25-- 7.
Offensively, the Scots were again
led by KateLynn Riley '10. Riley fin-
ished with 1 1 kills on 2 1 attempts,
and added three service aces. Riley
now leads the team with 258 kills.
' Newcomers Kate Brady '12 and
Sarah Hawke '12 both played large
roles on the offensive side of the ball,
each finishing with five kills. Megan
Earle '09 and Meredith Kiefer '12
tacked on four kills each.
.
Defensive standout Ali Drushal
'09, the reigning two-ti- me NCAC
Libera of the Year, led the defensive
effort with 16 digs. Earle contributed
on both. sides of the ball, adding
eight digs to go along with her four College with the opportunity to
kills. Hawke finished with an impres- - upset the Terriers,
sive five Jjlock assists at the net. Earlier this season on Sept. 19, the
Rrieyal.stj' was a for?6 artlfenet; -- Scots took two of the first three
adding four block assists of her own. matches on Hiram's home court, only
Fighting Scots will take on the ladies
of Denison University at Denison.
With these three NCAC chal-
lengers in a row, the team could very
possibly improve their overall record
to 13-- 9 and NCAC record to 4-- 2. and
keep their season record above .500.
With this record, they could prove to
be a real threat in the conference.
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Lizzie Beal '11 sets up teammate Sarah Lorch '10 for a kill to add
another point to the Wooster scoreboard (Photo by Elena Dahl)
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last year's team?
7
Sports editor Sam Brown sat down
with midfielder Quintal Koechli '10,
leads the women's
soccer team in
goals, assists and
points this season.
Koechli reflect es on
last year's season
and save Iter
thoughts on what
A
sarabrown
the team needs to do to finish strong in
their2008 season.. -
SB: Last year, the team started strong
m non-cvrijm- noe play with a record iden
tical to this year's team of 8-- S. However,
tJte team faded down the stretch a little bit,
tying for fourth in the conference and
missing the conferente tournament. Uliat
will tiie team have to do thisyear tofinish
strong down the stretch? What will this
pear's have to do to be differentfrom last
year steam?
CKj The team will need to bring
100 focus and effort to each game to
perform well in the conference. Our
conference is one of the toughest in
D3, so every game could turn into a
battle for a position in the playoffs.
SB: That being said, what similarities
do you see between this year's team and
CKt AH of die teams I have been on
so far at Wooster have been character
ized by a very strong work ethic and a
desire to succeed. This year we have a
lot of new talent, but we also have
that work ethic and want to win.
SB; Lastyear, you finished seventh on
tlie team' in scoring - netting two goals
and two assists fir a total of sixpoints all
year, this year, you lead the team in scor
ing, withfive goals and eight assists for a
total of 18 points, and we're only
halfway through tlie season. What do you
attribute to your own personal achieve
ments this season?
,
'
CK: I feel that I have a different
mindset tliis season as compared to
last season. I am much more relaxed
and confident out on the field this
year, whereas last season 1 felt more
stress and insecurity. -
SB: What has tin team done well so
far this year? .
CK: The team has worked hard in
all of the games this season- - there has
not been a game "where we haw lost
because we have underperformed. We
are a very skilled team this year that is
eager to work hard and outplay our
opponents. I feel that we also work
very well together as a unit.
SB: In what aspects of the game does
this team still need to improve on? .:
CKj Maintaining focus all the way
through a game is one thing that we
need to work on. All of the goal
scored on us in our last game against
Wittenberg wejre during moments
where it seemed like tlie team lost
focus
.
for a split-seco- nd and
Wittenberg was able to break
us down.
.
SB: Because you art tlie team's leading
scorer, do you feel more pressure this sea
son? Why or why not? '
CK: I don't really feel more
thisseason, and 1 think it is due
to a more relaxed mindset. I don't go
out on tlie field thinking that I have to
score during a game. However, I do
try to. leave everything on the field
and play the best game 1 can.
Soccer loses to Witt
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
After carrying a strong 8- -2 record
into conference play this past weekend,
the women's soccer team had hoped to
start strong against a stout Wittenberg
University, team. However,, for the sec-
ond year in a row, the Scots were not
able to come up with a win in their con-
ference opener.
Last year, the Scots finished their
non-confere- nce slate with an identical
8-- 2 record going into the conference
.opener against Wittenberg.
The team traveled to Springfield,
Ohio and finished in a 0--0 tie against
the Tigers in double overtime. The
Tigers went on to win the North Coast
Athletic Conference regular season and
conference titles and advanced to the
second round of the Div. Ill
Tournament.
This past Saturday, the Tigers (1-- 1
NCAC, 6-2- -4 overall) again got the bet-
ter of the Scots, this time on Wooster's
home field. The Tigers got away with a
3-- 2 win. The loss will force the Scots to
play catch up in the conference race.
The Scots were able to get on the
board first, when Chanfal Kotrhli '10
tapped in her team leading fifth goal of
the season. Koechli received the ball at
midfield and broke for the goal, giving
Wooster an early 1- -0 advantage.
While it looked as if Wooster would
go into halftime with a one-go-al advan-
tage, the Tigers were able to catch a
break towards the end of the 0eiiing
period.
The Tigers' Suzanne Medwid lxxted
in a penalty shot with only 13 seconds
left in the first half sending the teams
into halftime with a 1- -1 tie.
Early in the second half, the Tigers
were able to gain an edge. The Tigers
booted a shot that was originally
deflected by Wooster goalie Alix
Hoffman '11, but the Tigers made the
most of their second chance on the
rebound as Emily Murray taped the
ball into the net to put the Tigers ahead.
The Scots fired right back when Liz
Mott '11 scored in front of the
Wittenberg goal' to tie the game at 2-- 2.
A little later, Mott nearly came up
with the go ahead goal for the Scots, but
the shot hit the top of the cross bar.
The near score would prow to be piv-
otal, because the Tigers were soon able
to come up with the equalizer as Megan
Utter put the Tieers up for good.
8
Earlham nearly pulls
r 1
Scots kicker Daniel Grangaard '09
Grangaard made all four field goal
Johann Weber
Senior Sports Writer
t
It was supposed to be an easy tune-u- p
before a tough rivalry matchup
against Case Western Reserve
University. The Fighting Scots foot-
ball team had plenty of momentum
going yito the match-u- p, winning its
first three games of the season.
Against one of the weaker teams in
the conference, Earlham College, the
Scots were supposed to score early
and often against the Quakers.
But even though the team got the
win, it didn't come as easily as some
would have predicted.
Last season, the Scots went to
Richmond, Ind. and won big, by a
Men 's soccer
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
With the men's soccer team enter-
ing its third week of conference play
posting a mediocre 1- -1 record against
North Coast Athletic Conference
opponents, the Scots knew they would
have to raise their level of play in
order to make some noise late in the
season. While the teani (2-- 2 NCAC, 5-6- -1
overall) was unable to beat a tough
Wittenberg University team, they
were able to come out on top against
the Oberlin Yeomen on the road.
The team went up against
Wittenberg this past Saturday, and
couldn't beat the Tigers. Undefeated
Wittenberg came in as the 1 1th ranked
team in the Great Lakes Region, the
undefeated Wittenberg Tigers.
The Scots, however, played some of
their best defense of the season.
Although the defense still maintained a
formidable presence against the prolif-
ic Wittenberg offense, the Tigers were
able to capture a one goal lead eight
minutes into the sec-
ond half off of a
penalty kick from
Wittenberg junior
forward Brian Glenn
following a Wooster
foul inside the box.
Unable to match
up against the
Wittenberg defense,
which had already
posted four shutouts
entering Saturday's
game, the Scots were
' held scoreless for all
90 minutes, extend-
ing Wooster's overall
losing streak to three
games. Two of these
three losses have
come in their confer-
ence play.
Needing a win to
stay , competitive
within the tightly Josh Dailley
contested NCAC, the to get the ball
Friday, October 10, 2008 The Wooster Voice
kicking one of his four field goal attempts through the uprights.
attempts, helping in the Scots victory. (Photo by Dylan Takores).
score of 66-1- 4. To put it simply, the
Scots cleaned the Quakers' clock.
This year, the Quakers came into the
game winless. The Scots hadn't lost a
game all season. This figured to be
over by halftime. However, the Scots
didn't pull away until a minute was
left in the fourth quarter as Dan
Grangaard '09 footed through the
winning 27-ya- rd field goal that was
actually, blocked at the line of scrim-
mage, but found a way through the
uprights. The game-winni- ng drive
started with eight minutes left in the
last quarter. The Scots drove all the
way to 1-- yard line, but Earlham
forced the Scots to kick a field goal,
which would be the final points of
the 16-- 14 Scots victory.
falls to Witt
Scots cast aside their recent troubles
and went on the road to take on confer-
ence foe, the Oberlin College Yeomen.
The first half of last Tuesday's
game against Oberlin, bore a striking
resemblance to the offensively stag-
nant beginning of the disappointing
Wittenberg defeat with neither team
being able to find the back of the net.
The Scots were able to put together
a stronger second half in this match-
up. The Scots' fortunes were reversed,
they converted a successful penalty
kick in the 54th minute of play.
Forward Scott Buckwald '10 scored
the lone goal of the day and his shot
just got past Oberlin's keeper for
Buckwald's fifth goal of the season.
The win was key for the Scots. A
loss to the Yeomen would have been
the third straight for the Scots and
likely would have been a significant
setback towards the team's postseason
chances. The Scots' conference record
now sits at .500. They travel to
Indiana tomorrow to take on Earlham
College.
Y
'12 fights off an Oberlin defender
(Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
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off upset
Wooster started strong. The Scots
scored first off of a 27-ya- rd field
goal, and followed it up with an 82-ya- rd,
six play drive to the end zone.
Quarterback Austin Holter '10
threw Wooster's only touchdown of
the game. "
Earlham responded immediately,
scoring their first touchdown to
make the game 10--7 approaching
halftime.
In the second half, Brian Swan '10
grabbed two interceptions, the sec-
ond of which Wooster would turn
into another field goal, giving the
Scots a 13-- 7 lead.
However,. Earlham picked up a
Wooster fumble and turned it
around, scoring "a touchdown before
Athletic hero Sexton passes away
Sara Brown
Sports Editor.
.
Lily Maria "Doc" Sexton passed
away lasf Friday, Pet. 3. Sexton; wio
was a champion-fo-r the advancement
of women's athletics, died at the age
of 89.
Sexton was more than just a pio-
neer for equal rights on the athletic
field. She also served as a coach and
administrator at Wooster from 1953
to 1984.
"Doc offered all of us who knew
her a love of sport and a philosophy
of leadership through service that
will continue well beyond her own
life. What an incredible legacy," said
Brenda Meese, according to an arti-
cle on the College's Web site.
Sexton was born in Grand Rapids,
Michigan and attended Western
Michigan University. She later
received a master's degree at Ball
State University and a doctorate at
Columbia University.
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Straight wins for the Years
football team over coach
rival Case Western
Reserve University served
for the Bill Baird,
Trophy. This streak a
was snapped last
year when the team
lost on the road to
the Spartans 30-1- 7.
FootbsU
Top IS Pods
1.) Mount Union (4-- 0)
2.) UW-Whitewat- er (4-- 0)
3.) Mary Hardin Baylor (4-- 0)
4.) Capital (4-0- )
5. ) Muhlenberg (40)
6. ) Wheaton (111) (40)
7. ) Wabash (40)
8.) UW-Ea- u Claire (3-1- )
9. ) North Central (111.) (40)
3 10. ) Washington and Jefferson (5-0- )11. ) Wesley (2-- 1)
12. ) Millsaps (5-0- )
13. ) Delaware Valley (3-- 1)
14. ) Cortland State (40)
15. ) Case Western Reserve (40)
Field Hockey
1.) Wooster (6-- 0 NCAC, 9-- 2 overall)
2.) Ohio Wesleyan (5-- 1, 7-- 4)
3. ) Kenyon (41. 5-- 5)
4. ) Wittenberg (2-- 4, 45)
5. ) Denison (2-- 4, 2-- 8)
6. ) Earlham (2-- 5, 3-- 7)
7. ) Oberlin (0-- 6, 1-1- 0)
over Scots
the end of the quarter, which ended
up giving the Quakers their first lead'
of the game.
Earlham would attempt a 43-ya- rd
field goal, but Wooster's special
teams came up with a big block to
keep it a one-poi- nt game before even-
tually tacking on a third field goal to
seal the win.
k
The final field goal was one of
three made by the Scots, a contrast to
the dominating, touchdown and
yardage-heav- y first three games of
the season.
The Scots received a strong per-
formance from Dajuan Bush '12, who
made the first start of bis career.
Bush started in place of the injured
Dustin : Sheppard '09. Bush didn't
play a rookie at all, finishing with
172 yards on 21 carries, including an
electrifying 47-ya- rd run.
Holter, who has come up big in the
Scots' first three games, did not post
his most impressive statistical per-
formance. Holter completed 15 pass-
es, but only five of those completions
went to his wideouts. Holter did
complete one touchdown pass to
Mike Francescangeli '10. In all,
Holter finished 15-of-- Sl on the day
for 127 yards with 45 rushing yards.
In a defensive match, Grangaard's
play might have loomed the largest
with three field, goals. '
The Scots face a tough test tomor- -
fowirr Cleveland, Ohio when the
team takes on undefeated Case
Western Reserve University. Case is
currently ranked No. 15 in the coun-
try and is also undefeated with a 4--0
record.
Last year, the team lost to Case for
the first time since 1994, ending a
10-ga- me win streak against the
Spartans.
Sports Editor Andrew Vogel contributed
additional reporting to this story.
According to Al Van Wie, a
longtime athletic director at the
College, Sexton was dedicated to
giving women the same athletic
opportunities thaf men bad.
' Seston served on a host of
national athletic committees, ,
including the National Association
for Girls', and Women's Sports, the
Amateur Athletic Union, the
American Association of Health
and the United States Olympic
Committee.
Locally, Sexton's presence was
felt in numerous ways. Sexton was
the College's first-ev- er women's
tennis coach and also helped estab-
lish the first intercollegiate athlet-
ic program at th,e school.
She also started a state leader-
ship camp for female high school
athletes and physical education
teachers. Sexton also worked with
the Ohio High School Athletic
Association in developing rules for
girls' sports.
.
i
32
that revered
and adminis-
trator Maria Sexton
at the
College. Sexton was
champion for the
advancement of
women's intercolle-
giate athletics.
Kills pn the season
.
for Kate Lynn Riley
f 10. Riley has
emerged as the
team's top hitter and
has emerged as the
volleyball team's top
offensive force.,
NCAC Fall Standings
Football
NCAC
1.) Wootter (3-- 0 NCAC, 4-- 0 overall)
1.) Wabash (34, 40)
3.) Wittenberg (2-- 0, 3-- 1)
4.) Hiram (1-- 1, 2-- 2)
4.) Allegheny (1-- 1, 2-- 2)
4.) Oberlin (1-- 1, 1-- 3)
7.) Earlham (0-- 1, 0--4)
8.) Denison (0-- 2, 1-- 2)
8.) Kenyon (0-- 2, 1-- 4)
10.) Ohio Wesleyan (0-- 3, 0--4)
Volleyball
1.) Wittenberg (64) NCAC, 18-- 2 overall)
2.) Hiram (5-- 2, 10-1- 2)
3.) Allegheny (5-- 2, 9-1-1)
4.) Wooster (4-- 2, 10-- 9)
5.) Ohio Wesleyan (3-- 2, 5-1-3)
6.) Oberlin (2-- 2, 3-1- 2)
7. ) Denison (2-- 3, 5-1- 1)
8.) Earlham (0-- 5, 2-1- 6)
9. ) Kenyon (0-- 7, 0-1- 6)
'Standings taken from Northcoast.org, the official
site of the NCAC. AD standings as of Oct. 8, 2008
'MM.
Don't have a clue who's going to
win the big game? Every week,
ports nuts Sara Brown, Patrick
Hughes, Andrew Vogel and Johann
Weber will pick the week's biggest
football games, both college and
pro. Some will be on the mark, oth-
ers probably not so much. Well
track their progress every, week
with season standings.
Last Week
Patrick 20--7
. Johann 19--8
Sara 18--9 '
Andrew 17-- 10
Season Standings
Patrick 80-4- 8
Johann 76-5- 2
Andrew 72-- 56
Sara 72-- 56
P Patrick, S Sara, A Andrew
J Johann, All Everyone
NCAA Games
Thursday, Oct 9
(A) Clemson at 21 Wake (J, P, S)
Saturday, Oct 11
5 Texas at 1 Oklahoma (All)
Nebraska at 1 Texas Tech (All)
Arizona St. at 8 USC (All)
(J) Col. at 16 Kansas (A, P, S)
Tennessee at 10 UGA (All)
Purdue at 12 Ohio St. (All)
(A, P, S) N. Dame at 22 UNC (J)
17 OMa. St. it S Mizzou (All)
(J) 4 LSU at 1 1 Florida (A, P, S)
, (All) 6 Penn St. at Wisconsin
NFL Games
.' Sundav. Oct: 12 ' 'i vl
, (J, P,S) Chicago at Atlanta (A)
(P, S) Baltimore at Indy (J, A)
Detroit at Minnesota (All)
Oakland at New Orleans (All)
, Cincinnati it N.Y. Jets (All)
(J, P, S) Carolina at Tampa Bay (A)
(J) St. Louis at Washington (A, P, S) ,
(A, P, S) Miami at Houston (J)
(A) Jacksonville at Denver (J, P, S)
(All) Dallas at Arizona
(All) Green Bay at Seattle (J)
(All) New England at San Diego (A)
Monday, Oct 6
(J, P, S) N.Y. Giants at Cleveland (A)
Sexton had to overcome numerous
obstacles during her career as a
coach and advocate for women's
sports in order to gain influence in
the world of intercollegiate sports.
"She was a fighter, no doubt about
it. She was not afraid to take on any
one who opposed her. You could dis-
agree with her at times, but y6u had
to respect her. The young women
who are participating in athletics
today can thank her for the opportu-
nities they have," said Van Wie.
When she wasn't crusading for the
equal treatment of women athletes,
Sexton also enjoyed breeding St.
Bernard dogs. She had several Squaw
Valley Kennel lines that include
numerous national and international
champions.
The memorial service for Sexton
took place on Wednesday, Oct. 8 at
1 1 a.m. at Mclntire, Davis & Greene
Funeral Home. Sexton requested
that gifts in her honor be made to
The College of Wooster.
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Days until the men's
basketball team
opens its season
against Div. I foe
Ohio University on
Nov. 1 in Athens,
Ohio in an exhibition
game. It is the first
time in team history
that the team has
faced a Div. I team.
Men's Soccer
1.) Wittenberg (2-- 0 NCAC, 11-- 0 overall)
1.) Kenyon (2-- 0, 8-3-- 1)
1.) Ohio Wesleyan (2-- 0, 8-- 4)
4.) Denison (1-0-- 1, 43-3- )
5. ) Hiram (1-- 1. 8-- 3)
6. ) Oberlin (1-- 1, 7-- 5)
7. ) Wootter (1-- 2, 44-1-)
8. ) Allegheny (0-1-- 1. 2-7-- 2)
9.) Earlham (0-- 2, 8-- 4)
10.) Wabash (0-- 3, 45-2- )
Women's Soccer
1.) Ohio Wesleyan (2-- 0, 7-4- 1)
2. ) Denison (1-- 0, 7-2-- 1)
3. ) Earlham (1-- 0, 9-- 2)
4. ) Wittenberg (1-- 1, 6-2-- 4)
3.) Kenyon (00, 3-- 6)
6.) Wootter (0-- 1 NCAC, 1-- 3 overall )
6.) Hiram (0-- 1, 5-- 6)
fc.) Oberlin (0-- 1, 34-1- )
6.) Allegheny (0-- 1. 3-7- 1) '
rTop 15 football poll according to d3football.com
